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.Rape brings victims
shock, fear, guilt
.

.

.

by Sandra Pedicini
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCFs Rape Awareness Week started
Monday with' a seminar about rape on
campus.
Rape is
Leaders from UCF,
Rollins College, Seminole Community College . and · Valencia
Community College
were invited to the
. seminar at the Orlando Naval Training
Center.
The purpose of the seminar was to
provide the leaders with information
they could give to students.
The first part of the program was a
four-hour seminar conducted by Dr.
Claire Walsh, director of the sexual assault recovery service at the University
of Florida.
She is also founder -and adviser to
Fraternity Acquaintance Rape Educa-

•

'

tion and Campus Organized Against Rape.
Among information·
audience members requested was:
• Information on how
to enhance programs.
• Help with dealing
a Crime
with trauma
• Crisis intervention
strategies.
• The connection between alcohol and sexual crime.
• Prevention methods.
• Advice on how t.o convince students
there is a danger of rape on campus.
Walsh provided many statistics to
prove rape on campus is a problem.
She quoted studies saying that 28
percent of college females had been victims of actual or attempted rapes while
in college.
Also, 25 had been raped after they
see AWARENESS page 4
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GAME TIME
Cannon Cameron (left) and "Bootsie" prepare to go to a UCF basketball game.
Camer?n's department put ori a recreation program for the disabled Saturday.

s ·e nat.e 'denies senator
SOCIAL COMEDIENNE
seat at UCF in Daytona·

Jim Ferguson/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Bertice Berry performs at the Wild Pizza. She holds a P~ . D . in sociology. She told
the audience, through laughter, to believe in themselves.

did take classes at the Daytona campus
in the fall, he is not enrolled there ~his
term. ·
The student senate Thursday reAccording to SG statutes, senators
jected the appointment of a student to must be on record at the college or caman area campus seat after that stu- pus they represent when they take ofdent told the senate he is not current- fice.
ly taking classes at that campus.
Robyn Heath, program assistant in
Although no senators spoke against student services at UCF Daytona, said
Bob Cherry, his apCherry is a UCF
pointment to the
student, but because
open Daytona camof privacy restric"... A lot of hinged on
pus seat was denied
tions, she could not
17-15, with two absay whether he is
communication."
stentions.
·
enrolled in classes at
At the end of the
that campus .
meeting, student
She referred all
·Bob Cherry
body Vice President
questions
to the
senate appointee
Jason DiBona said
main campus Regisstudent body Presitrar's office, saying
dent Jeff Laing had
Cherry's records also
reappointed Cherry
could b~ checked
to the Daytona seat.
there.
However, Cherry's appointment . Sen. David Groover, Elections and
may violate Student Government eli- Appointments Committee chair, told the ·
gibility statutes.
Cherry told the senate although he
see SENATE page 3

by Tom Kopacz

ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
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UCF will offer 2 more degrees
in ·h ealth admirlistration in fall
7

partment of Health Science.
He said the program in long-term
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
care, or nursing home administration,
While many college programs un- "requires a special curriculum or body
dergo cutbacks, Florida's Board of Re- of knowledge which we've incorporated
gents approved the institution of two into this degree."
new bachelor's degrees in health serThe degrees grew out of projected
vices administration.
statistics, inquiries from people in the
Beginning in fall, UCFs College of field of geriatric care and students with
Health Science and Public Affairs will an interest in that specific. profession.
offer a bachelor of science degree emDr. Belinda McCarthy, dean of the
phasizing either health-care manage.- college, sees an increase in entrants in
ment or long-term care administration. the fields of health-care administration.
"I think every part of the health field
Although Florida International University offers a degree in health-care is growing because people view it as a
services, the concentration on long-term growth market," McCarthy added .
The concept for such a program began
care management is a program unique
in the state, according to Dr. Tom Mensee HEALTH page 6
denhall, interim chair of the UCF deby Bill Cushing
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. The draft beer keg.
And it's not particularly attractive.
But in all our years in the brewing business
fo~nd no other container better
suited for maintaining the consistent quality of real,ice-cold draft beer than the keg.
So wheriever you purchase Budweiser draft-bee~ it comes from a keg... ftL
Not because we still care that much about kegs. But because we L a•'~®~
still care that much about quality
d,~ -~.
Draft beer in kegs. Ifs just one of the reasons why ~
~~d~~~:.r has remained the Kmg of Beers. for more than

,.
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Pl.EASE RECYCLE OUR Al.UMINUM CANS
BUDWEISEA® • KING OF 8EER5@• ()1988 ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC.• ST. LOUIS. MO
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UCF REPRESENTATIVE
RYAN FISH 380~0064 ·.
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UCF Library bathrQoms
scene of .recent crimes

•

by Heidi Steiner
STAFF REPORTER

•
•

•
•

•
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•
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•

•
•

A man sneaked in a women's bathroom at the UCF Library, and a wallet· and bike
were stolen from the premises.
A 26-year-old woman told
police a male peeked at her
under a bathroom stall in the
library Feb. 20.
The victim told police she
was the only person in the second-floor bathroom at 4:20 p.m.
that day.
. According to police, after the .
victim went in the bathroom
stall,· she felt the presence of
another person in the bathroom. She did not hear ·the
person enter or make any obvious noise, police said.
As the victim was sitting on
. the toilet, she looked up to
make sure no one was standing
on another toilet, looking down
at her.
She told police she then
looked under the stall and saw
a male lying on the floor between her stall and the main
door.
At that moment, the suspect
pushed himself up from the floor
to stand up, police said.
According to the report, the
victim yelled, "Get out of here,
you fl<** er! Get out of here!" as
the suspect was getting up.
The suspect then ran out, ·
never having spoken a word or
making an advance toward the
victim, according to police.
Another student was standing at a water fountain near
the bathroom entrance when
she heard the victim scream.
The eyewitness turned toward
the bathroom door and saw a
white_chubby male run out.
He had black hair, a mustache and was wearing a gray
shirt.

Two other eyewitnesses saw
the male running out of the library.
One witness described the
suspect as approximately five
feet ten inches tall and 175180 pounds. The witness also
told police that the suspect was
wearing a white or off-white
football type jersey with blue
writing on the front.
Gregory Bales reported h.is
wallet stolen about 3 p.m. Feb .
15 from a first-floor men's
bathroom in the library.
. According to police, Bales
placed his book bag on the restroom shelf before he entered
the stall.
Bales told police he believes
someone took the wallet out of
the exterior pocket of his book
bag while he was in the stall.
. Bales said there was someone in the restroom when he
went into his stall. However,
when he came out of the stall,
the restroom was empty.
Bales noticed his wallet
missing when he returned to
the study area. He last saw it
about 1 p.m. that day in the
library.
Daniel Handley reported his
bicycle stolen Feb. 19 from in
front of the library.
Police found the bike later
that night and returned it to
him.
They found it near the Fine
Arts Building while doing a
routine ·check of the area.
Handley told police he
parked and secured his bicycle
to the rack about 6 p.m. Feb.
18 outside the library.
At midnight, he returned to·
the bike rack and found·his bike
missing.
Handley told police someone
had cut his bike chain which
was securing his bike to the
bike rack. ·
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Jeff Cohen (left) prepare~ to speak about Martin Luther King Jr.'s achievements. He spoke Monday
in the SCA. About 40 students came to hear him talk.

Police charge student with
assault, battery in Polk Hall
by Heidi Steiner
STAFF REPORTER

A UCF student was assaulted Feb. 19 in his
dorm room.
Police charged James Quinland with assault
and battery on Willie Simmons about 12:15 p.m.
in Polk Hall.
Simmons told police that Quinland, followed
by two other males, burst into his dorm room.
The door had been closed, but the outside suite
door was open.
Quinland accused Simmons of stealing his
property from the Collegiate Village Inn, police
said.
According to police, Quiilland approached
Simmons, pushed him and said he was going to
kick his ass and that he wanted his things

call to her office Tuesday.
The current student directoFROM PAGE 1
ry lists Cherry's address as
1884 Old Tomoka Road, Orsenate that committee had ap- mond Beach. Ormond Beach is
proved Cherry, 7-3, with two a suburb of Daytona Beach.
·
abstentions.
Cherry told the senate he
Groover said he felt Cherry lives in Daytona Beach and has
could represent the Daytona an apartment in Orlando,
campus effe~tively because he which he uses as a "crash pad."
However, Cherry's mother said
lives in that area and because of
his affiliation with SG Daytona Tuesday he lives in Orlando.
At that committee's meeting
coordinator Jennifer Peace.
Peace did not return a phone Tuesday, E&A Vice Chair Leigh

Ann Mcllwain said, ''He has an

Thursday at the First Unitari•JOB HUNTING?
Then attend the Career De- an Church, 1815 E. Robinson
velopment Seminar from 8:30 St. For information, call Sam
a.m. to noon Saturday. Speak- Rao at 277-9374 or Da'n
Horowitz at' 658-9342.
ers will discuss three topics:
• Projecting the right image.
• Conducting a successful •CARNAVAL DANCE
A unique carnival celebrajob search. ·
tion will be presented on Friday
• Developing resumes.
The seminar, sponsored by the by four campus cultural orgaSociety for the Advancement of nizations. The Hispanic AmerManagement, will be in Room ican Student Association, the
147 of CEBA II. For more in- Caribbean Club and the Interformation, call Jonathan at national Student Association
present the live Caribbean
249-2261.
band ALIZE and Latin disc
jockey Eddie Vazquez in a
•AMNESTY INT'L TALK
Amnesty International i? unique Carnaval Celebration.
holding a meeting about human The purpose of the celebration
rights abuse in the Mideast. is to illustrate how Latin
After invited guests speak, in- American · and Caribbean
formal discussions will take countries celebrate carnival in
place, adhering strictly to the order to expand our cultural
apolitical stance of Amnesty horizons.
The dance is at 8 p.m. Friday
International.
The meeting will be at 7 p.m. in the Student Center Auditorium.

The dance is free for students with a validated ID and
$2 for other students. Everyone
is invited to participate in the
International Carnaval.

• SENATE
•

Michael Pohl/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

KING SPEAKER

apartment here to facilitate
going to class, but his permanent address is. in Daytona"
E&A approved Cherry's reappointment, 9-0, with two ab·
stentions.
"Personally, I like Bob," said
Senate President Pro Tern
David Carls, noting that he and
Cheny worked on DiBona's recent presidential campaign .
"I do have a question as to
whether he can represent his

•CHINESE NEW YEAR
A Chinese lion dance celebrating year 4689, 'The year of
the ram," will be presented by
the International Student Association at noon Friday. The
lion dancers will start at the
SCA and go across the Green
to the library. Then they will
dance around the reflecting
pond.
Immediately ·following the
dance·, the Wah Lum Kung Fu
Temple will present a martial
arts demonstration · on the
Green.

back.
Simmons told police he was nowhere near the
Collegiate Village Inn when the property was
taken.
Quinland told Simmons he had his two friends
with him as backups, police said.
Apparently Quinland approached Simmons
again but was held back by his friends.
Benjamin Simmons, the victim's cousin, heard
the commotion, entered the room and found
Quinland and ·his two friends surrounding Simmons, according to police.
According to Benjamin Simmons, Willie Simmons told Quinland to look around the room to
see if he saw any of the property he claimed was
stolen.
He then_said the suspect's friends left but the
suspect stayed and continued to make threats.

constituents."
Sen. Ted Knight said he voted against Cherry last- week
because. Cherry does not take
classes at the Daytona campus.
·Cherry said he is not taking
classes at the Daytona campus
because no classes in his major
were offered there this term.
He also said he interprets SG
statutes to say that' the area
campus coordinator position is set
up to communicate area campus
students' wishes directly to main

campus leaders, while the senator was supposed to represent
those desires in the senate.
He said because he has good
communication with Peace and
the Daytona campus, ·he can
represent them well.
"I felt that a lot of it hinged
on communication," he said.
DiBona and Laing were at a
conference from Friday to
Tuesday at Texas A&M University and could not be
reached for comment.

Judaic Studies Distinguished
Lecturers Series. He is a professor of art history at Wayne
State University and a worldrenowned Jewish art historian.
He will lecture and present.
slides on "The Temple of Soloman: Fact and Fantasy."
Everyone is welcome to attend the lecture at 8 p.m.
Tuesday in the Health and
Physics auditorium.

•FAMILY HELP
The Central Florida Chapter
of the American Red Cross
presents ''Time Out for Parents," a Sunday respite for
caretakers ofmilit,a rychildren.
Children (up to age 12) of
military personnel in Operation
Desert Storm are invited to
spend a few hours of supervised
activity from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m .
Sundays at the Red Cross
Chapter House. The house is
at 5 N. Bumby Ave., Orlando.
Lunch and snacks will be
provided. Call 894-4141 fo:r
more information. Reservations
are requested but not requirec1

•PRESIDENTIAL TALK
The Honorable Herbert
Brownell, Attorney General
during the Eisenhower administration, will present
an open lecture at 11 a.m.
Wednesday in Room 260,
HPB. He will speak about:
"Presidential Disability:
How to Amend the Consti•JUDAIC SPEAKER
_ tution."
Professor Joseph Gutmann
Call ext. 2076 for more
will be the next speaker in the information.

•ANIMAL MEETING
Campus Action for Animal
is having a meeting at 4 p.n
today outside the library. Tl
group finds adoptive homes f
homeless cats and abandon .. .
animals.

•
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AWARENESS
FROM PAGE 1

turned 14 and before they went to college. FBI statistics showed that one in
three women will be assaulted, she said.
"How many women have we got
here?" she asked the audience. ''We can
start counting off."
Campus police statistics often are not
an accurate reflection of the amo?11t of
campus rape.
Walsh said between one and five
percent of victims report the crime. Also,
she said 60-65 percent of community
college students do not consider what
has happened to them rape.
In a survey of college males, 42 percent
said they had used some sort of coercive
behavior .to persuade a female to have
sexual relations with them. Eight to 15
admitted they have used force.
Walsh characterized a man who
rapes as SAM, or sexually aggressive
male. He is an egocentric person who
likes to see women feel discomfort, fear
and pain. He sees the world as a continuing battle between the sexes. A need
for power and a lack -of inhibitions
characterize this type of person.
"He doesn't follow a particular set of
rules and regulations like the Golden
Rule," she said.
It is difficult to warn students of the
danger of SAMs because young people
often feel they are invulnerable to harm,
Walsh said.
But campus officials must start
dealing with the problem of rape on
campus, she said.
''l'h.e forward-looking creative modern manager in higher education is
dealing with this full force."
Walsh then covered the stages a
woman undergoes when she comes
into contact with a SAM and is
raped.
According to her, the stages are: confusion, shock, fear and guilt. Experts
say the victim uses the stages to give
meaning to the experience.
Initial concerns are for personal
. safety, whom to tell about a rape and
social fears, especially if the assailant

was someone close .to the victim, she
said.
Being raped by a stranger brings
about a loss of predictability, but date
or acquai.ntance rape causes the victim
to lose trust in people, she continued.
"If you can't trust someone that you
know, who can you trust?" Walsh asked.
Acquaintance rapes occur in three
different stages of a relationship. The
first is beginning rape, which occurs
with a truly recognizable SAM.
"It is purported that this man dates
to rape," Walsh said.
The second type typically happens .
by the fifth or sixth date.
The third, relationship rape, often
occurs in a long-term relationship where
the male is feeling peer pressure to have
sexual relations but his partner is unwilling.
''We teach people that the person who
is going to rape is a stranger, not your
date," she said. ''What we're talking
about is the gray areas, probably not
going to go beyond the heartache she
[the victim] is going to carry."
Getting people to report date rape is
difficult, especially with the emergence
of counter suits for slander, Walsh said.
Sex r,ole stereotypes are esp·ecially ·
built into the Greek system, Walsh said.
She said this prompted her to get
involved with Fraternity Acquaintance
Rape Education (FARE). The group
gives fraternities information about
dealing with SAMs in their houses and
convincing them about the harmful effects of rape to themselves and to their
victims.
"If nothing else, they're keeping the
name of their fraternity off the front
page of the newspaper," she said. ''We
make sure they know there are penalties for r~pe."
Walsh listed the benefits of crisis intervention programs on campus. Short-term benefits include
teaching people to avoid victimization. Challenging students to form
sexual ethics would be a long-term
benefit.
·
After lunch, the audience split into
groups and discussed rape on campus.

•
•

•

•
•
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NO PARKING
Sonia Serrao cruises a faculty parking lot and gives a ticket to a student parked
there. "On an eight-hour shift, I can give out 75 tickets," she said.

Maureen Schaeffer, a nurse practitioner at the Student Health Center,
said she felt the seminar was useful
and gave her many ideas for programs
atUCF.
.
''We [members of the consortium] will
be able to be more useful to each other,"
she said.
Judith Barrett is executive director of the community rape
awareness center Response, which
formed the consortium of local
schools responsible for the seminar.
She said feedback was good.
People are interested in lea,rning
about more specific ·areas of rape
awareness, like involving men, she
said.
Response is a non-profit organi-

,-----

zation that offers referrals, support
groups, a 24-hour hot line (7405408) and education programs.
Response representatives were on
the Green Wednesday to inform
students about area services. -"The Accused," starring Jodi
Foster as a rape victim and Kelly
McGillis as the ·cold-hearted prosecutor, was shown Tuesday. The
audience gathered for a group discussion and a candlelight vigil after the film.
·
Activities will wrap up Thursday
night with a presentation in the
·commons on preventing rape. Sgt.
Sandra McClendon of the UCF Police Department will lead the presentation, titled "Choice Not
Chance."
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24-HOUR SERVICE
(or better!)
.....

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ T~E WRiTE I M A G E - - - - - - - 1

671-4649

* wirlt Tltis Ad~rn1i<;EMFNT ONiy

fAX 678--4751

GRADUATING SENIORS:

Now it's time for a career.
Prepare to work in law as a

PARALEGAL_

at The National Center for Paralegal Training
MIAMI - FORT LAUDERDALE
• College degree or employee sponsorship
required
• 4 month day I 8 month evening programs
• Employment assistance
• Faculty of practicing attorneys
• Classes in Miami or Ft. Lauderdale
• Student loans for qualified students

REEDY PLAZA·-10376 E. COL.O NIA DR. 282-6042
......
,~-AI-t......
·"S~
- B-Y-J......
.O..Y....,.C.. . .E -;. c-y-'N-T-Hl-.A-.-A-ND-.:-:P-~T-.TI-._-J-Q MON·FRI 8:30 AM.. 9 PM SAT 9·6PM
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UCF TEAM DENTIST ,
OurUCF
Good Knight Offer!
$1 OCheck-up includes:

• Initial Exam • 2 Bitewing X-Rays •
Offer good with Valid UCF 1.0. Only

•

Meet with our representative
Wednesday, March 20, 8~30 - 4pm
Contact College Pl~cement Office for an appointment.
Call or write for a free brochure and more information. '

Expires 5/3/91
Good on initial visit only

•

The National Center for Paralegal Training
1460 Brickell Ave., Suite 200, Miami, FL 33131
(305) 377-1460 I (800) 535-5093 ·
Name
Address
City - - - - - - - College
Phone: (day)
Best time to call is:

State _ _ Zip
Yr. Grad _ _ __
(eve)
A.M., or _ _ P.M.

282-2101
*THE PATIENT AND THE OTHER PERSON RESPo'NSIBLE FOR
PAYMENTHAS A RIGHTTO REFUSE TO PAY, CANCEL PAYMENT
OR BE REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SERVICE.
EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT WHICH IS PERFORMED AS A
RESULT OF AND WITH IN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE
ADVERTISEMENT FOR THE FREE, DISCOUNTED FEE. OR RE·
DUCED FEE SERVICE EXAMINATION CR TREATMENT.
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11780 E. Colonial Dr.
Orlando, FL 32817
Alafaya Village Shopping Center
(Corner of Hwy. 50 & Alafaya Tr.)
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Free admission and a chance.to win dinner for four and a free stretch
limo with student I.D .

•
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HEALTH

Louis "Woody" Brow!VCENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

SCHOLARSHIP WINNER
Engineering Dean Gary Whitehouse presents a scholarship to
student Thong Q. Tran at a reception during Engineering Week.

In addition, Florida enacted
a
law
requiring nursing home
FROM PAGE 1
administrators to pass a test
·
and be licensed.
"There are increasing realmost a decade ago, Mendenquirements in the regulations
hall said.
Health-care administrators of the health-care field in longsaw a need for more specific term care," McCarthy said. ''No
training in geriatric care (care · one can just walk in and befor diseases of old age) after come a nursing home administrator anymore."
noting a number of factors.
The degree in health-care
Among them are the growth
of outpatient treatment and the · services requires 122 semester
increased need of long-term hours of study. Students in
care as the elderly population long-term health care will take
an additional 10 hours.
of Florida grew.
Mendenhall said the addition.~
"It is a fact that the 'baby
boomers' are middle-aged, and al classes should prepare gradutheir parents are living longer," ates for the state's licensing test.
· He feels the courses of study
Mendenhall said. ''These degrees. anticipate an answer to being offered cater to two catea national need as well as a gories of students: those seekFlorida need."
ing a career in nursing home

administration and community college students who have associates in science and are looking for fields of concentration.
Mendenhall, along with other members of the college, began a report in 1987. After a
series of consultations and surveys, plans received final approval Jan. 25.
What evolved were the two
new degrees, 'which Mendenhall .said are a combination of ·
new courses and existing classes. He said this allowed UCF
to "put the best of both worlds
together [while using] ·minimal
added resources."
''We're using existing course
work and available space in
existing classes," McCarthy
said. ''We're not having to hire
new faculty to start it."

Have you had a ticket or accldenl and worried lhal your auto
insurance cq_mpany will cancel you? Here' at · A~ajea Auto
Insurance your problems are solved. We represent more than
15 companies that want to write your auto lnsur~nce and don't
f-eel thal llckets and accidents are bad words.
With the new Florida law requiring 10,000 property damage
liability and 10,000 PIP our rates start at $204.00 per year and
as low as $50.00 down. We also .can provide you. with
- comprehensive and collision coverage that the bank requires

II your aulo Is flnanoed. - - - - - - - , - - -

185 S. Semoran Blvd.
Orlando, FL 32807
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Think of the six women ·
closest to ·y ou .

•

•

•

_.. .N ow .• guess
which on~ will be raped
:rt
this .year.
··

'

•

•

One out of six college women will be sexually assaulted this
year. But you can change the odds of it happening. Simply
by trying t<? avoid situations that leave you or your friends
vulnerable.
-

;·.

...

Rape Awareness Week ., ....

. February 25 .. March l, 1~,l/
.

:.;-

...•.

.

... ..,·.. ···

..

_:·.:·::.· ::.

•

For starters, follow security measures. Don't prop residence
hall .doors open. Walk with a friend after dark. And be
aware that date rape is a major problem on college campuses. With many of these ra~es involving drinking.
Then share these facts with six of your friends. And maybe
none of them will become another statistic.
©1990 Rape Treatment Center, Santa Monica Hospital.

TRACK & FIELD
MEET

Thursdav. February 28 ·
Presentation: "Choice Not Chance"
Loactiqn:
Commons
Time:
7:30 p.m.
Speaker:
Sgt. Sandra McC/enden, UCF Police Dept.
For details contact Maureen Schaefer or Jennifer Miller,
Ext. 3-2701 or 3-5541.

SPECTACULAR.
SPRING
-~-- . SPORTS!!!

11 11
-~--

Sign Up Now
Until March
4th! .

..

Event: SOFTBALL
Sign Up: Now ihrough March 4th
Season Play is: March 4· April 25
Event: FLOOR HOCKEY
Sign Up: Now ihrough March I4th
Season Play is: March IS- April 25
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Meet Takes Place.On•••

J

Monday, March 4th

For More Info Call Rec Services
at X3-2408 or stop by room 101

For More Info Call Rec Services
at X3-2408 or stop by room 101
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Available options
begin to disapp·e ar .
for Soviet Union

February 28, 1991
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The Warsaw Pact has become a mere blip in the
computerprintoutoftime. The35-year-oldagreement
that officially divided Eastern Europe and Western ·
Europe has now been broken by ·Hungary.
This move signals the final, wobbling steps of the
Soviet Union's half-century reign over the eastern
portion of Europe.
.
The ceremony itse Ifwas also fittingly insignificant,
taking a mere 20 minutes at a hotel on the Danube
River. The Soviet Union, Czechoslovakia, Poland,
Hungary, Bulgaria and Romania all signed the
agreement to break up the pact. They all agreed to
meet in July to finalize any remaining struc;tures.
One result of dismantling the pact is that the
Comecon will be disbanded. Comecon is the Sovietled version of the European Common Market.
Given the economic success the Politboro has had
within its own borders, it is no great surprise that
Comecon couldn't sustain itself. The meeting that
was scheduled for this week was postponed, but will
occur, as the Comecon is unable to continue.
The documents that were signed stated the SovietI cannot believe the nonsense of the world. Just
dominated military command will be disbanded by recently, the Orlando 'Sentinel published a call-in
March ~1, as well as six "secret" agreements that poll revealing that the majority of callers believe that
bound Eastern Europe to the Soviet Union.
both parents of a military child should go to Saudi
The Soviet government has been reluctant to Arabia. Whatever happened to compassion?
At the very least, we should be concerned for the
The . people who called in maintained that .the
comment on this recent dissolution of its power.
It is pretty safe to assume that that government is parents knew what they were getting themselves children's sake. I am sure the developmental damage
trying to save as much face as possible ...The Soviets into. The people say they should have known better. resulting from parentlchild separation is considerable,
.also are trying tq keep the "secret" agreements still Are these the same people who get to sit on their butts especially at a young age. Depriving a child of its
secret by · insisting that the actual details of the and cheer the television with their yellow ribbons and parents can lead to insecurity, and can disable or
destroy the parent-child bond, which is absolutely
·
Desert Storm t-shirts?
agreement not be cli sclosed.
Overall, however, most of the eastern European
I believe so. I do wish those people would have to essential for proper child development.
If our children are allowed to lose their parent or
countries have responded with happiness to this · see those children whose parents are over in the gulf:
parents for even a short time, Hussein has done
splitting. The foreign minister of Hungary said after those children who wake up crying every night.
the ceremony, ''The military bloc system has come to
It could be said the parents knew what they were enough damage to our society.
If you cannot feel compassion for the parent, how
an end today."
getting into, but did they really? How many military
Hopefully, this will mean the Soviet Union will allow its personnel knew there was going to be a war when can you not feel for the children? While the parent
other areas to be freer, for ~ample; the Baltic stat.es.
they signed up? Not very many. Is this the price they knew what he or she was getting into, and bears that
This is doubtful. A dying animal generally becomes pay? If you answer yes, I hope you never make a responsibility, the child had no control over his/her
situation. Let us try to protect the true helpless.
more adamant in its territoriality.
mistake in your life.
However, now that the war in the Middle East is
dying down, Western governments will have more
time to look East.
linking with any other rail system. images being broadcast into the
One question is whether the Western, NATO Pact
The Central Florida Commuter homes of people across world.
•
METRO
PLANNING
will be needed? And if it is needed, should we allow
Editor:
Rail
.Authority is plan.n ing a
The ugliness of war is a product
the former Eastern bloc coilnt~ies to join?
.
Metro
Orlando's
transportation
the
CSX
commuter
system
along
war and its combatants, not a
of
These questions are not to be answered now, for
planners
are
like
a
bunch
of
tracks,
and
it
would
not
link
up
creation
of the media. Those who
the summer will decide what the fall 'Yill bring.
Meanwhile, as the Eastern bloc walks away without chickens who've ·just had their 1with the trolley or any other area do .n ot want see the reality of war
should oppose the war instead of
a look back, the President Gorbachev's foes are heads chopped off, running around rail system.
in
at
least
a
dozen
different
Transit
plans
a
high
Maglev
ignoring
its true nature.
attempting to oust him. Gorbachev claims it would
_
directions.
the
airport
to
speed
train
from
Feb.
23, many peaceful
Qn
lead to civil war and all his foes are doing is launching
Or, another way of putting it, International Drive,. and it would Floridians and other humans who
"psychological watfare" against him.
Gorbachev has some hard decisions to make. He is these so-called "planners" and not link or interface with anyother value democratic process convened
in Gani es ville to take part in- the
working against a system that is not made to move. transportation "experts" are like a area rail system.
Another
rail
technology
is
well-dressed
posse
all
saddled,
statewide rally and conference
But with upcoming vote as to whether to preserve the
and
mounted
up
ready
to
proposed
to
run
from
the
airport
to
duded
designed
to strengthen the peace
Soviet Union "as a renewed federation of equal
sovereign republics in which human rights and ride. But they . have one big Port Canaveral--again, a system movement through education and
freedoms of any nationality will be fully guaranteed," problem-they can't decide which that would not link into any of the vocal activism.
·
direction to go_
others.
Recent polls seem to indicate
achoice will be made.
· And yet another group wants to that many pro-negotiation
The problem in metro Orlando
is that there is no coordinated mass build a system· from Tampa · to Americans threw their hands up
transit planning at the macro-level. OrIan do International Airport, nor in despair once the war began.
Instead of a sensible holistic would it link with any of the other They have reluctantly decided to
@1991
Florida ftJ1Ute
approach to transportatio:r:i Orlando area systems.
P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816
support a policy they formerly
Business Office (407) 823-2601, News Office (407) 823-2865
planning, Orlando and the vicinity
If all of these various systems opposed, mistakenly believing that
has dozens of · free-lance are built here, Florida has a very a military victory would occur more
Editor in Chief
transportation "cowboys" galloping good chance of becoming the rapidly if they . changed their
Jamie Carte
off in different directions, doing laughingstock of the nation for the minds. UQ.fortunately, the "short"
Managing Editor
Jennifer Offenburger their own thing independent of each most boneheaded transportation war seems to be evolving in to a
News Editor
Joelle Subourne other.
planning. But the laughing won't conflict a undetermined length.
Sports Editor
Roy Fuoco
No attempt is being made to be so loud at the local level as
This letter is an appeal to those
Opinion Editor
Jocelyn Jepson coordinate the bus system with rail people realize. these projects will who fall into this category. -an
Confetti/Collage Editor
Steven M. Co11ner transit.
all require taxpayer funding.
invitation to overcome feelings of
Copy Editor
Melissa Stoker
So, for tourists and residents
resignation, helplessness and
Photo Editor
Mich~el Pohl
Ron Lancaster apathy by joining the peace
trying to use the system, it will be
Art Director
Brian M. Wente amusing chaos as they get to play a
transportation spokesman . movement to stop this fiasco before
Production M~nage.r.
Lloyd Whitehead game called "musical trains." They
it gets any worse.
every
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THE
CEASE
FIRE
PLAN
would
have
to
change
trains
People from virtually all
Business Manager
. Thomas Negron
Editor:
few
miles
to
go
from
Point
A
to
se~ments
of society must get
Classified Manager
Traci Osterhagen
This letter. is an appeal to involved with peace rallies. Those
Point B. Why? Because the area
Advertising Manager
Vic Kirazian
would have so many different train patriotic Americans who feel that ofus who believe that the best way
Ad Production Manager
David J. Shoulberg
systems that don't interface. A a cease fire is the best way to begin support the troops is to keep them
Advertising Staff:
Armand Cimaroli, Jeff Celebre,
high-priced PR firm would have to a lasting peace initiative in the from being killed, those of us who
Shelly Fleis, Suzy Zuljani
be retained to keep convincing the Middle East· as well as to avoid believe in the Bill of Rights and in
Staff Members~ Scott Beaman, Steven Bell, Bridget Clark, ·Anne Decker,
public that this type of hundreds, maybe thousands, of government by the people and for
Cindy Farrens, Jim Ferguson,Tom Kopacz, Jessica Pinkman, Heidi Steiner
transportation
system is "fun" to unnecessary casualties.
the people want President Bush to
Opinions expressed in The Central Florida Future are those of the newspaper or individual
ride.
This letter is aimed at those know that democracy is still alive.
columnist and not necessarily those of the Board of Publications, University Administration,
or Board of Regents. Letters to the Editor must be typed, maximum of 300words and include
Downtown Orlando is planning who believe that freedom of speech
the author's signature. major and phone number. Letters are subject to editing for grammar,
a Mickey Mouse trolley that will should be practiced all the time,
and space and become the property of the newspaper, subject to their publication. The
Felix McAllister
Central Florida Future is a free, non-profit newspaper published twice weekly during the
run in a circle and not be capable of even when it may result in horrific
Middle East peace group
academic year and weekly during the summer. All meetings of the BOP are open to the public.
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Death and suffering for vanity equals cruelty

•

The· Feb. 21 Campus Commentary "Public
misinformed by activists about research," by Carol
Kelly Woods, was as deceptive and inaccurate a
diatribe, from an animal research apologist, as any
I've come across. There are indeed arguments in
favor of her position, but why would she distort them
so much if it weren't her perception that they are
inadequate?
Clearly, there have been scientific advances which
owe some debt to vivisection (animal.
experimentation). Usually, some basic knowledge is
derived.from animals, which must be extrapolated to
the human condition. Unfortunately, the results are
mixed. The problem is that non-human animals are
different from people in a multitude of ways.
As'pirin kills cats and penicillin is highly toxic to
guinea pigs. Drugs such as Thalidomide, DES, Oraflex
and Zomax ,were found safe in animals, but caused
birth defects,· illness and even death when inflicted .
on humans. Alternatives to vivisection, such as
mathematical and computer modeling, ~ell and tissue
cultures, robots, clinical studies and preventive health
strategies are supplanting haphazard and dangerous
(not to mention cruel) animal-research.
Animal experimentation is a multi-million dollar
business, whose practitioners are almost completely
free of any accom:itability for their actions. Some

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

experiments are done only out of curiosity. Others are
conducted simply to reach foregone conclusions. Many
are repeated hundreds of times in different labs
yielding the same results. This isn't science; it's
merely keeping the gravy train running. On top of
that, much research isn't for medical purposes, but to
look at the latest "advances" in cosmetics and cleaning
products. Death -and suffering for vanity is not a very
good tradeoff in my view.
"Contrary to popular belief, animals so n0t suffer
great pain in the labs." Yes, Woods actually said that.
Various expen'men.ts involve being blinded, burned,
suffocated, drowned, shocked, p_oisoned, crushed and
shot. Usually anesthetic is withheld because this can
interfere with test results. This is excruciating torture.
Even vivisectors estimate the number ofresearch
animals utilized yearly in this country to be between
60and100 million. It's extremely difficult to accurately
determine the figure, largely due to the fact that
researchers are often hesitant to publicize this
information, for fear that people would be outraged at
what is really going on. Even by Woods' (mistaken)
claims, around 2QO,OOO dogs, cats and other domestic
animals are experimental subjects. Ifit were your pet
under the knife, wouldn't one be too many?
I have never heard of anyone expound on the
argument that anim~ls have rights equal to those of

1111111,111

humans. Cats should not drive and dogs should not
vote, we all agree. But as sentient beings, animals
should be allowed to live out their lives freely, without
being imprisoned and abused.
In the formula that Woods expresses, animals are
simply tools to be used at our discretion. I see nothing
in her line of reasoning that would prohibit
experimenting on mentally disabled persons or babies,
who are · less intelligent and less able to defend
themselves than many animals.
The plains and simple fact is that animal research
saves lives, but it also destroys lives of humans and
other animals. Moreover, it robs us of any pretense of
superiority and morality over "lesser beasts." In spite
of Woods' opinion, the animal rights movement will
be "allowed to continue their efforts" for the benefit of ·
all types of animals, until animal experimentation
isn't seen as a nec.e ssary evil, but as merely evil.
-Larry Rumbough has his degree in counselor
education . ·

· Jon Caldara
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Classified1
Lee, good luck 1nyour future and wew1ll miss
you-c-yal

IT'S COMING!!
THE GREEK GIFT EXPO
At the Holiday Inn-University
March 5 10am-5pm
Sportswear*Gifts*Jewlery
Sigma Phi Epsilon
IlB<l>, the guys had a great time at Crush
Regionals was very educatJonal. Hey Swim
can you do the Bart-Man Adam call your
fnend at Pizza Hut. Jose-Relax, Ed V STOPI, Jamte-howwasthefhght Nick, Paf
Z-man and Sutton, I here there's a sale on
M1noxad1I this week. James got caught... !
Everyone, hit the books and get ready for
spring breakl!I
Alpha Kappa Psi
Pledges great Job Friday keep up the good
work. Thank you Mr. Allen See ya Saturday
nite, be ready to party Flouner-Burn the blue
shirt it's scaring the other fish D&D sisters
Kappa Sigma
Runnin' S1gs B-ball tonight at 6:30. Service
pro1ect Saturday with Teke-and the Spin Men
are gonna be there I Kappa Sigma parties like
no other!
Delta Tau Delta
Friday last day 2 withdraw
1f your grades R moody.
Steve have fun thts weekend
with your httie cutle,
Lmle sts retreat was a success,
2-U Fouad we therefore bless
Fundra1ser Saturday @ Citrus Bowl,
Stevie, Stevie, say 1t ain't sol I!
Acacia
2 days left till pledge retreatYeal Hey hosers;
go figure-shaggy-Mr Teeth-Flounder-SpoonBotany-go get those beers + dough~uts
ready-only 9 days leftll
Phi Delta Theta
Clean up de Palace, tomorrow at 2pm Be
theret Get rent to Toontzes nowl Keep up
those grades, break will be here soon I PDT 1s
PTP for sure! Phi Delts-Dare to be greatl

Pi Kappa Alpha
Hey Pikes! "On Leave" PARTY Friday N1ghtll
Celebrate and honor the brave men and
women of Desert Storm with a 24-hour leave
Hotw1nds blow off the Saudi Sands, the Moon
dances off the Gulf, and a well deserved
American beer 1s sipped as Armed Forces
Radto keeps us dancing into the night, our
drab fatigues suddenly seem cheery, even
attractive, and the War 1f only for one
ntght...seems worlds away. >The admittance
into the Pike U.S.O Club will be two letters of
support to our troops serving tn the desert
Dress Comas +fatigues Address letters to
"Any Soldier" Operation Desert Storm, New
York, 90866-066 Sun-nite 1s ritual meeting,
Officer nominations

Alpha Tau Omega
Sat at the house for security fundraiser, 4:30.
Greek Week Pract.-Sun, 11-2. Get sweet on
our sweethearts at Brotherhood Appreciabon
party-Fri N1te! Go to ATO movie nite-tonight,
8pm at the house!

. =· mniJ~~~ - 1
FINS roommate to share room $130 + 1/4.
move in 3-1. 380-9600 Karen Kris

'86 Honda Civic DX 3Dr AC am!fm cassette
Exd cond Enk1e wheels Metalhc blue 71 K mi
$3695 ph. 290-6402

Need help 1n French?
Call Helen 282-7428
SPANISH TUTORING CALL ANA 282-9872
AFTER 9AM ALSO WEEKENDS
*Sherwood Forest*
312 and 212 available for immediate occu-

pancy. Call DMV Properties inc 657-1967
Townhouse walk to UCF 2bed 2.5bath garage
washer/dryer $500/mo Available 2128 2492246
3bed 2 112 bath apt for rent (triplex)
Bonneville 382-0923
2bed 2bath near UCF $450 per month
month deposit, no pets 282-0401
UCF Townhouse, 2bdrm, 2bath, microwave
washer/dryer $465, Sandra 382-4379

Home Typist, PC users needed
$35,000 potential. Detatls.
(1) 805-687-6000 Ext. B-4628
RPS needed PIT package handlers from 26AM $7 per trour Call 297-3715
Vector's National Ftrm now has part time
openings I Work after classes and weekends.
fv1ay become full time m the summer
Scholarships awarded, training provided .
$8.75 starllng pay rate I Call for interview appt
281-6142 (10-4)
Easy Workl Excellent Pay I Assemofe Products at home. Call for information 504-6418003 ext 2568

Get healthy-Shaklee all natural nutr1t1on
products & biodegradable cleaners free info
295-5122
YOUR UCF COLLEGE RING
From the company that offers Rose Gold for
d1st1nct1ve beauty. Jostens I There 1s a difference, look foritl It's Academic tn the University
Shoppes.

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL
MIDEAST FOCUS
Thursday Feb 28 ?pm-All Welcome II
Ftrst Unitarian Church 1815 Robinson Call
Dan 658-9342 Sam 277-9374
A.A meeting every Wed. 12-1pm Bio. Bldg.
rm 140 Happy Joyous and Free
The Muslim Student Association 1s hosting a
Musltrn!Chnst1an forum on human nghts 1n
lslam/Chnst1arnty on 3/1 mCeba21107 at 7:30
pm (Current issues will be discussed)
Fellowship of Christian Athletes
Tonight
6"15
Wayne Densch Sports Center Lobby
Everyone 1s lnv1tedll
Newman Club
Everyone ts 1nv1ted to the Newman House
Thursdays at 7 OOpm for PRAYER and DISCUSSION. For more info call 281-4438.
Sponsored by Catholtc Campus
Ministry

Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Fn night- Get a date for the hayride Then Sat
night ts Founder's Day party-ALL ladies welcome! Bros and Neos-no pay/no play! DMnot Depeche Mode. DARKMANI :EAE ts #11
Zeta Tau Alpha
Hey ZETAS-its White Violet time I Men better
be on your beast behavior because there are
still a few dateless girls leftl Lets all be sure to
cheer our DC derby darhng Kari on' Ground
breaking ceremony for the house expansion ts
March 3-soon our.house will look as bad as the
Pikes hahal Hey K&K-when are your rent
checks due to IlKA? Crush those cans!

10 ·

M!F to share 2bd apt 1m1 from UCF $200 + 1/
2 util 381-4119 (Val) Leave message pleasemay move 1n 3-1-91
Roommate wanted M!F share house m
Ghuluota $275 pays all but phone 11 miles
from UCF, quiet, call John 365-3420
M!F N/S roommate needed for a 2bd 2 bth
Across UCF. $200 deposit, $210 +1/2 of
ut1ht1es. Call David 281-7626
FEMALE own room 1 mile to UCF $160 per
month Call 277-0743

Surfracks Honda Wtlocks 682-9363
HP 12C calculator $50 OBO 682-9363
IBM Compact Computer 512K 2 floppy drives,
mouse, CGA Monitor $400 negot Donna 8234313
Queens1ze Wtrbed 50% waveless, six drawer
pedestal, bookcase, headboard, heater $150
OBO Scott at 677-5945
Large sofa bed (bed ts queen size) Like new!
Only $120. Call 282-5110.
Brand new waterbed-only 6 months queen
size, headboard, heater, sem1-waveless, and
all extras. Good quality. Patd $350, asking
$260 A must see (have to move) Call 2810925 after 4pm or leave message
Townhouse for sale near UCF-ldeal investment for parents of college student. Two
bedroom, 2 1/2 bath, kitchen, living room,
appltances included Can comfortably accommodate 4 students. Excellent condition.
Assumable mortgage. Call 876-2590 or 2829191 for info.
Word Processor - Brother WP/500. Great for
typing research pro1ects. Like Newl Asking
$450, but will take best offer by March 21 .
Come by Records/Reg1strat1on for demo Call
Greg at X3535 or 365-1024
YOUR UCF COLLEGE RING
Keep the memories 'round Take a part of your
college expenence with you-your college
nng Jostens! There 1s adtfference; look foritl
It's Academic 1n the University Shoppes.

NOTETAKER!RESEARCHER avail. Sr. undergrad. Will take 1 class or all sem. Accurate
+experienced. $5/dass hr. Please call 3826906!
TAXES - I come to you 327-9253 Ask for
Glen, evenings & weekends
YOUR UCF COLLEGE RING
The ring that's always put through addmonal
hardening processes to provide a lifeume of
wear. Jostens I There is a difference, look for
1tl It's Academic m the University Shoppes.

Non-smoking white Male seeks compan1onsh1p with non-smoking white female with a
good sense of humor Must enioy movies,
rock rnus1c, and fine dining Please send letter
with photo to P.O Box 26791 Orlando, FL
32816
SWM-M1d 30's, red sports car, dancing maniac seeks female companionship 823-2430
ask for Dennis
GWM-6'1" 160 lbs. Athletic, loves beach.
Seeks same for relat1onsh1p P 0 Box 677771
Orlando 32817-7771

EVERY FRIDAY IS JOSTENS RING DAY AT

1rs ACADEMIC

(,

Mr. Fernandez will tell you everything you
always wanted to know about majoring 1n
industrial engineering but were afraid to askl
Call him for info at 823-2204

WP.EDITING: $1.25 & UP. 366-0538
WORDMASTERS 277-9600
Student documents and resumes. Same
day sel'\llce available. IBM/AT, Word
Perfect5.0
IBM letter quahty/laser pnnllng.

AMERICA
NEEDS
INDUSTRIAL
ENGINEER to improve quality of products &
services, expand manufactunng capab1ht1es
and increase productJvity of our workforce
THE DEPT OF INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
offers BS, MS & PhD degrees m IE. CalW1s1t
Mr. Fernandez at 823-2204 for more info.
.ll

MAJORT. Cheer up-PMS usually doesn't last
very long

Fast*Professional*Accurata

M!F to share 212 duplex off Dean $200+'1/2,
own roomtbath, wash/dryer Call Greg 6711468 or Lonl 679-4059

Lambda Chi Alpha
Congrats to all the Greeks that won awards
Heather Glen Apts Private Room & Bath 3rd
Tues nrght. Special congrats to Sig Chi-Enjoy
floor Complementary furnished except bedwhile you got 1tfellas 'cause we miss 11 already. - room. Non-smoker-dean-mature washer/
Lambda Olympics is Sat at 11 am on the Intradryer $312.50 a month-Dana 679-1154
mural fields, come out and support your dass.
ASAP Ftre Place
AM's make sure you get your grade sheets
into Chuck. Roger for future reference, when
Responsible Roommate to share 2br/2b
you see a flaming marshmallow flying toward
condo 1 mile from UCF for more info Call
your head the correct response is to duckl
Sandy 366-8944

Acting and Modeling· BARBIZON of Orlando
ts looking for actors and models for commercials and catalogs. Professional classes and
training begins in March. Call now for more
information 774-31101

Rudy-Poo 'What this country needs 1s a good
5 cent cigar", from your M55.

TYPING/Word Proc. by 15yr. legal
sect. $1 .00/pg. 366-4045

"88 Honda Prelude 5sp, red, alloy wheels, bra,
fog lights, excellent cond11Jon, 45K miles,
$10,250 or best offer Call Mark 273-0397
'79 Mazda 626 great cond. 5 spd AC $1000
OBO Rob 281-0856

Prof. Typing & Resumes $1 page 365-8890
Call after 5:30 or leave message on recorder
Reasonable and fast typing service
Nancy at 679-4006, rush Jobs

Bunnie, I'm afraid I can't make 11 to our weekend rendezvous. Did you hear about Brett and
Barbie's engagement? Tell you everything 1n
the Wild Pizza at 9pm for Popeye. -Bobbie

•

Call

Complete Typing!W P Se1V1ces FAST. AES
2431Aloma#226671-4414

ATTENTION:
DEADLINE FOR CLAS·
SIFIED ADS FOR THE TUESDAY, MARCH
19TH ISSUE IS 4:00 PM MARCH 8

Deadline for
application
is March 20.
I\
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Doral Park National
Collegiate Invitational
AT THE UNJVERSTIY OF MIAMI
Teams - 1. LSU 283-291-292- 866; 2. UCF
297-282-297 - 876; 3. Georgia Tech. 293-297-289
-879;3. Texas303-290-288-881 ;4. Wake Forest
293-293-298- 884; 6. Florida 298-299-290 - 887;
7. Alabama 305-297-287- 889; 7. Ohio State 298300-291 -889;7. Fresno St. 305-291293-889; 10.
Miami 302-297-291 - 890; 11. Florida St. 307-299285 - 891; 12. Georgia Southern 306-302-284892; 13. North Carolina 301-296-298 - 895; 14.
Georgia 311-293-295-- 899; 15. Duke 300-302,298
-900; 16. Tulsa304-299·298-901; 17. Rice 306300-299-905; 18. Tennessee 313-314-301-928.
Individuals - 1. Guy Hill, Miami, 73-69-69211 ;2. Jett Makohon, Rice, 72-71 -70-213; 3. Chris
Smith, Ohio State, 69-73-72-214; 4. Jason Widener,
Duke, 73-72-70-214;4T. Jean Paul Hebert, Texas,
74-69-72-215;4. Perry Moss, LSU, 68-73-74-215.
UCFfinishers-12T.MalcolmJoseph74-71-73
-218; 16T. Hans Strom-Olsen 70-70-79-219;34T.
Andrew Rice 78-69-77 - 224; 41 T. Jon.Cowgill 7579-71 - 225; 48T. Paul Bastien 78-72-7~ 226.

•
•

•

•

•
•
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Hinson 4-10 4-5 13, Haynes 1-71-2 4, Hammerberg
0-0 O·O 0, Breun ig 0-2 2-2 2, Tormohlen 1-9 2-3 5,
Roberson 0-1 0-00, Denmon 0-21-21, Leeks 8-14 26 18. Totals 22-61 15-27 62.
·
FIU (70): Lewis 3-8 2-2 8, Guilbeaux 5:10 3-414,
Pinder 0-3 4-4 4, Dixon 3-7 4-510, Thompson 6-16 0012. Candle o-o 6-oo. Jones 0-1 0-1 o. Stewart6-12
8-14 20, Steinburg 1-4 0-0 2. Totals 24-6121-3070 .
HaHtime: FIU 32, UCF 28. 3-point goals - UCF
3-16 (Phillips 0-1, Hinson 1-2, Haynes 1-3, Breunigs
0-2, Torrnohlen 1-7, Denrron0-1),FIU 1-11 (Guilbeaux
1-5, Dixon 0-2, Thompson 0-4). Fouled out- Dixon.
Rebounds-UCP-44(Leeks t4),FIU47(Stewart 13).
Assists - UCF 8 (Phillips, Boles, Haynes, Hinson 2),
FIU 6 (Guilbeaux· 3). Total fouls - UCF 20, FILI 26.
Technical fouls - None.

CU·MM~•
Monday's results
AU 92, UCF75
UCF (75): Rhodes 8-24 3-5 19, Stowe 1-2 0-0 2,
Green 0-4 2-4 2. Saco 3-10 1-2 8, Lincoln 0-1 0-0 0,
Loomis 4-9 0-0 8, Weaver 1-3 3-4 5, Batz 3-5 0-0 6,
Phillips 11-18 2-5 25. Totals 21-73 11-20 75.
AU (92):Curry 0-0 2-2 2, Auger0-01-21. Murphy
4-7 3-4 13, Cahill 2-3 0-0 4. Rodriguez 1-3 0-0 2,
Gillette 0-0 0-0 0, Riley4~7 t-2 9, Hardy 3-8 6-10 12,
Heffern 3-60-06,Cunningham 10-15 5-826, Godbolte
1-1 0-0 2, Bell 7-9 2-2 16. Totals 35-59 20-30 93.
HaHtime: FIU 45, UCF 40. 3-point goals - UCF
2-11 (Rhodes 0-2, Saco 1-2, Lincoln 0-1, Weaver 0· 1,
Phillips 1-5), FIU-3-6 (Murphy 2-3, Rodriguez 0-1,
Cunningham 1-2). Fouled out - Saco_ Rebounds UCF 27 (Phillips 8), FIU 51 (Hardy 10). Assists- UCF
16 (Weaver 5), FIU 19 (Hettern 7). Totalfouls- UCF
21, FIU 16. Technical foulS - Weaver.

FIU used balanced scoring to
builda14-pointlead afterits13The Florida International 4 run. Jennifer Bell's layup at
University Lady Panthers went 6:53 gave the Lady Panthers
on a 13-4 run midway through their largestleadofthegameup
the second half and defeated to that point, 71-53.
TheclosesttheLadyKnights
_UCF, 93-75, Monday night in
would come the rest of the game
Miami.
The loss drops UCF to 9-15 was eight points after Tari
overall and stops its winning Phillips' 3-pointer at3:45 made
the score 80-72.
. streak after two games.
· Sauntay Cunningham . led
FIU outscoredUCF,13-3, the
FIU with 26 points as the Lady . rest of the w.ay to finish with its
Panthers shot 59 percent 18-point victory.
Despite shooting 63 percent
compared with 42 percent for
the Lady Knights. The Lady in the first half compared with
Panthers also prevented UCF 43 percent for UCF, FIU built
from getting many second shots just a five-point lead in the first
as they outrebounded UCF, 51- half
Tari Phillips scored 16 of her
27, at the Sunblazer Arena.
UCF stayed close to the Lady 25 points in the half to keep
Panthers and trailed by three UCF close. She led the Lady

YolandaRhodeswastheonly
other UCF player in double
figures for the Knights. She
finished with19pointsbutmade
just 9-of-24 shots
The Lady Panthers put four
players in double figures.
Cunnigham led with 26 points.
Bellfinishedwith16points,and
Paulette Murphy and Tidra
Hardy scored 13and12 points,
re_spectively.
Hardy led all players with 10
rebounds.
The Lady Knights close out
their regular-season schedule
7:30 p.m. Friday in the UCF
gymnasium against Stetson. It
will be the last intercollegiate
game played 'in the gym as the
Lady Knights will play in the
UCF Arena next season.

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

FILI

eventually took control of the steadily moved up on UCF's allgame.
ti me leaders in several
Monday's results
Ken Leeks made 8-of-14 shots catagories. He is sixth in scoring
AU 70, UCF 62
,
UCF (62): Phillips 4-10 3-5 11, Boles 4-6 0-2 8,
made the score 58-53. The closest ·and led the Running Knights (1,234 points), second in
UCF would come the remainder with 18 points and a game-high rebounds (849), third in free
•••••••••••••••••••·-~~~~_, of the game was four points.
14 rebounds. Denny Hinson and throws made (292), second in
FIU built an 11-point lead. Sinua Phillips scored 13and11 free-thro~ attempts (4 75) and
Denny Hinson ofUCF scored a points, respectively. ·
third in blocked shots (87).
Stewart finished with 20
3-pointer with four seconds left,
For the immediate future,
bringing FIU's final margin of points to lead FIU. Ted Tommy Tormohlen will be
victory to fewer tha~ 10 points. Guilbeal1X scored 14 points and UC F's 3-point king~ Tormohlen
In the first half, Dwight Dixon finished with 10 points. holds. the single-season record
UCF closes out its season with ·57, two ahead of Anthony
Stewart scored 15 points to lead
the Panthers to a32-28halftime when it plays in its first · Haynes. He trails Haynes by
American South Conference two, 84.-82, forcareer3-pointers.
lead.
But Tormohlen is a
Mike Boles scored four Tournament March 1-3 in New
sophomore and has two more
consecutive points to start the Orleans.
The Running Knights, seeded . years of eligibilty to increase his
second half. This tied the score.
The · Knights took the lead sixth, will play third-seeded total. Haynes, a senior,
three times and tied the score Louisiana Tech at4 p.m. Friday. completes his eligibility this
Running Notes: Leeks has season .
three times before FIU
FROM PAGE 12
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ASK ABOUT OUR
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CONSTRUCTION SPECIALS

~

LARGE NEW
1, 2, AND 3 CALL 38.1-2222
BEDROOM
APARTMENTS
--

-

- - ·-- -

-

-

-- - -

~

Due March 26, 1991

•

Discover Comfort
(and be a Winner!) .

.: . '.:Positions include:

resident Vice-President and Directors for each CAB committee
GIN~MA, CONC~R~,CUllURAl ~V~Nr~, Ml~~ _
UCf,
PO~UlAR EN~RlAINM~Nl, PROMOTION~, ~P~K~R~,

•

lRAVH AND R~CRtArlON, VID~O PRODUCllON AND VOlUN~~R UCf

Discover original Birkenstock footwear and see how healthy
and comfortable your feet can be. You could be the winner
of a FREE pair by entering
.-..
our "Regts~er and Win" drawing.
·~ · . _, ~. "'--- ·« ' . .
Come in to register and
l
discover the fresh new look of
·· ·•
, · ~,
,. l
.
. /..~,....,~
' ' "')
Birkenstock. No purchase~.r-..~?·>{{f).·#; v :- ~
is necessary to win.,
. , . ri::..
. ~...._ \ , ,. .

_g, , ·
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DRAWlNGS TO BE HELD: FEBRUARY AND MARCH

•

ELECTIONS WILL TAKE PLACE ON ·
THURSDAY, APRIL 2, 1991
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.. .......... _
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BIRKENSTOCK FOOTWEAR.,STORE
ALL SIZES AND STYLES AVAILABLE
CHURCH STREET
STATION EXCHANGE

:

.....

HRS. llam-llpm
649-6484 7 DAYS
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Men's golf -drives to 2nd place in Doral
by Jamie Johnson
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The UCF golf team finished
second in a field of 18 at the
Doral Park National Collegiate
Invitationals Sunday afternoon
in Miami.
UCF senior Malcolm Joseph
led UCF with a three-day total
of 218, which tied him for 12th
place. His scores of7 4, 71 and 73
put him seven strokes behind
the leader.
'

Junior Hans Strom-Olsen
held the individual lead through
the first two rounds. But he fell
off from the lead with a score of
79 on the final round.
Behind Joseph and Olsen for
the Knights were Andrew Rice
in 34th place, Jon Cowgill 41st
and Paul Bastien 48th.
Rice tied.for the third-lowest
individual round with a3-underpar 69 in the second-round. But
he sandwiched that round with
an opening-round 78 and a

closing-round 77.
Louisiana State University
won the team competition,
leading wire to wire. It shot 292
for four golfers.
"We've been in contention all
season long," Louisiana State
Coach Britt Harrison said.
'We've been waiting for a day
like today when we could close
something we started.
"I think it's more difficult to
lead from start to finish than to
come from close behind. It says

a lot for the character of our shots from the lead, but they
kids."
slumped to 297 in the final
UCF finished 10 strokes round. They managed to hold
behindLSUbutaheadofFlorida onto second place.
Freshman Guy Hill of the
State University, the University
of Florida and the invitational's University of Miami won the
host, Miami.
- individual title, becoming the
The Knights were in fourth first freshman to win the event
place and 14 strokes off the lead withhis5-under-parperformance.
after the first round.
Golf Notes: The UCF
But they shot a tournament- Women's golf team will play in
low, 6-under-par 282 in the its home tournament, the UCF/
second round to move into Rotary Classic, over the
second place. They were four we~kend.

UCF falls

to FIU
in finale
Dismal shooting stops
Running Knigbts
Staff Report
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Mer playing one oftheir best
games of the year against New
Orleans, the UCF Running
Knights could not perform the
same
against
Florida
International in their last
regular-season game.
UCF shot 36 percent from
the field and lost, 70-62, to the
Panthers Monday night at the
Sunblazer Arena in Miami.
FIU (6-20) did not fare much
better from the field (39 percent)
but held the lead for much ofthe
game. The Panthers went on a
12-0 run midway through the
second half to take the lead for
good.
With UCF leading 50-46 at
9:09, Brian Dixon's three-point
play began FIU' s run. The
Panthers took the lead for good
on a tip-in at 7:57.
The Panthers held the
Running Knights (10-16)
scoreless for more than five
minutes.
UCFilidnotscoreagain until
Anthony Haynes' 3-pointer

•

_see FIU page 11

Lauriston's experience
lets hiln _make jumps
by Gregory Eyma

years.
"He has great potential
to be an exceptional
In his first year at UCF, jumper," said Head Coach
long-jumper
Drumeco Francisco Castro, a worldsprinter/jumper
Lauriston brings a wealth clas s
of experience to the newly during the 1940s and '50s.
formed track and field team. "With the little coaching he
Lauriston emerged last has received and a great
month from a lengthy fall deal of talent, he has gone
far. But he can go much
conditioning period.
So far, he has met with further."
With a personal-best distance
success, winning his first
two meets. Nevertheless, of 24 feet 2.5 inches, Lauriston
Lauriston's
toughest has always performed just well
competition is probably yet enough to place well in
to come in the major meets competition.
When he was 16 years old in
of March and April.
A native of the Bahamas, 1988, he seized the Caribbean
the 5-foot-11 .finance major Junior Championship victory
has competed across the from the regional powerhouses
Caribbean since he was a Jamaica and Trinidad.
child and has been a major However, mJuries have
factor at the junior hampered his progress during
championship level for three the past couple of seasons.
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Jim Ferguaonil...to N 1 RAL f-LOHIUA 1-u 1UHt;

Drumeco Lauriston won the Carribean Junior Championship at age 16.
"This year, I need to perform
well
and
see
some
improvement," Lauriston said.
"I am feeling stronger than ever
now, and thepastcoupleofmeets

havebeenpromising.Mygoalis
to jump past the 25-foot mark."
Such a jump would not
only bring Lauriston success
in NCAA and Caribbean

competition, but it also will
bring him closer to his
greatest personal goal -a
place on the 1992 Bahamian
Olympic Team.
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Slayer: The Abyss Tour

•

below. Araya screamed, "There will be no more
spilling of innocent blood." Nearly everyone
shouted in response as they held a beer or two in
their hands. The smell of cigarettes and marijuana·
was quite abundant and several little skirmishes
were going on betWeen a few drunks. But it seemed ·
that eve:ryone. with the exception of a few people
who got arrested. was having a good time.
After the show, I got a chance to brtefly interview Araya. Araya wore a plain blue shirt, several
diamond earrings in each ear and had a silver
skull ring just like Keith Richards had on his left
hand. Araya was about medium height with a
b medium build and looked Hispanic with his black
;~ hcU,r pulled back in a thick pony tail. He reminded
i: me of a mechanic.
~u~stion: ~at wou.ld you say h~s been your .•-.Y:!!'!!!.;~:·:
I; mrun influence m making your music?
: .: : : ·:.:·:· ·:·::·:· :·.·:::.
w.·

by Josiah Baker

layer is the heaviest, loudest of the death
metal groups in the world of thrash. Their
brutal attack of hand blistering guitar riffs
and the sound of tormenting vocals usually bring the average ear to a state of
paralysis.
With albums and tours canying names like
South of Heaven, Reign In Blood, World SacrifICe,
Hell Awaits and The Abyss; one can only guess
that there is something a little bit different about
. this group from the average rock 'n' roll band.
Members of Slayer are: Tom Araya (vocalist if
you can say he actually sings I bassist), Keny
King (guitartst), Jeff Hanneman (lead guitartst)
and Dave_Lombardo (drums) . The group formed
in Los Angeles .
Its members have always played fast, so fast
that many crttics say it is just crunched in garbage with the same chords again and again. But
the band has made a very slow, yet positive transition in recent years as it has moved to that
slower, but heavier stance.
One of the most controversial issues that have
been floating around about this death n::ietal band
is Satanism. Are the band members really Satanic? Do they kill animals? Do they worship the
devil on the stage? At the concert Friday, there
raised a Catholic but rm
was no devil worshipping and no chanting going
Q: What is your philosophy, then? What would
on stage.
Skulls and upside down crosses hung in the 6~: you want to tell your listeners?
A: You can believe whatever you want to be·background more as a scene:ry-type thing. There
were a couple fans near me shouting, "Angel of :~:: lieve as long as you believe ·in yourself. You can do
Death! Angel of Death!" I later learned that it was ~.· · it. We do it.
. to be the closing song for the night. Slayer was to
Q: Have you ever had any problems with fanatdo two encores.
ically religious people trying to stop your perforThe show was at the Orlando sports complex.
mance or banning your work?
Testament opened up for some 2,500 fans. The
A: Usually f***ing fanatics will do something to
average fan was a white rriali aged between 16
give us the attention.
· and 25. The members' average hair length was
Q: Doesn't this boost record sales?
about four inches below the shoulders.
A: No. We sort of increase the amount of money
The show proved to be extremely loud. Everywe put out for damages.
thing from the bleachers to the video games on
Q: Slayer is extremely popular in Europe comthe other side of the complex sho0k with vibrating ( pared with the United States. Is there any reanotes of thunderous music. The stage looked pretty
son?
simple but rather practical for a group of fans :~.:
A: This is a big count:ry - there are little counthat go to tear the place apart.
tries - when you go play in a big city in a little
People were slam dancing and running around
country they !the people] all come. Here we
in a big circle down in the pit, the center floor
area. Meanwhile, Araya and Slayer members
See SLAYER page 4
poured out a wrath of riffs onto the audience
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Confetti, February 28, 1991

'Silence of the Lambs' nothing to keep quiet about
is highly int~lligent and civilized. It is almost impossible
n "The Silence of the not to respect him, even when
Lambs," Jodie Foster he is relating a dinner he had
plays FBI trainee Clarice that consisted of a patient's
Sterling, who accident- liver.
.
ly becomes involved in
a search for a twisted killer
dubbed Buffalo Bill.
A lucky break from superior
officer, Jack Crawford_(Scott
Glenn) places Sterling in a position where she is the only one
Dr. Hannibal "the Cannibal"
Lecter (Anthony Hopkins) will
confide in. Lecter is not the killer
they are after, he's a sociopath
already in custody, but" he
knows who Buffalo Bill is.
Because of Lecter's relative
frankness with Sterling, Crawford allows her to try and persuade him to reveal Buffalo Bill's
identity to her. Dr. Lecter's
sparse clues and coded hints
tum Sterling's search into a race
against time as she tries to save
the next victim.
Although the plot is noth- .
ing new - a rookie is given a
break'and has to save soci_
,~~:.
ety from a psycho killer - it
is presented in a fresh form.
~ for Buffalo Bill, what a
Dr. Lecter; his neurotic psycho! His action$ and 1decaretaker, Dr. Chiltqn (An- meanor are so scary and horthony Heald); and serial rible its almost hard to
·killer "Buffalo Bill" (Ted Le- watchwithout
peeking
vine) are all new variations through yoUF fingers.
of familiar characters.
Together with the convincAlthough Dr. Lecter is a ing performances of Foster ·
cannibalistic sociopath, he is and Glenn, these characters
also an ex-psychiatrist and reach their bony fingers·
by Jessica Pink.man

I

aroun~ your neck and
yank you right into the
film.
It is not surprising
that "Silence" was so
tight. Director Johnathon Demme .. Executive Producer Gary
Goetzman, Producer
Edward Saxon, Pro:ducer Kenneth Utt,
Producer Ron Bozman
and Cinematographer
Tak Fujimoto have
worked together on
three previous films:
"Something Wild,"
"Married to the Mob"
and "Miami Blues."
This fourth collaboration may be the one to
get the industry's attention.
Overall, the acting
was superb (especially Foster and Hopkins), the direction
was fluid and the cinematography lent
general eerieness to
the whole thing. It is
as suspenseful as any
Hitchcock film with
just the right amount
of gore, nothing unnecessary, only .what
adds to the story.
If you want be
scared, not bombarded with blood and guts,
you will love this movie.

Danger unique blend .of country,
·· soul; Darkside remains mystery.
state.
Robert Forrester is the vocalist and guitar player of this
British pop band. Mick Harvey
and Hugo Race handle the rest
of the music to create an easy
listening rhythm. Harvey also
produced the album, . which
was recorded in Berlin, Germany.
By listening to its unconventional sound, you can
Robert Forrester: Danger in the probably tell that it does have
some definite European inPast
fluence. New York and Los.
Angeles would not take this
by Josiah Baker
blend very well. This is not a
he cover on the Poison - LAish recording.
compact
disc Even -MC Hammer sounds
shows a 40ish
looking clean-cut,
fatherlike businessman
delicately strumming a guitar while
sitting wtth his legs
crossed on a stool. ·
Looking at it, you
· might think it was
some joke for an
album produced by the
name of Beggars Banquet

T

Beggars Banquet is the

name of The Rolling Stones'
1967 classic album. Listening
to this album will convince you
that it is far from the Stones
or any kind of danger. Its
easygoing, sleepy lyrics will
take the stone right out of you
and leave you in a sedated

•

•

•

•

•
•
Orion Pictures

Clarice Starling (Jody Foster) questions.Dr. Hamibal Lecter (Anthony
Hopkins) in the suspenseful! "The Silence of the Lambs."
'I
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The Charts
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On the second side starting with the song "Is This What

6 - - -

•

Week ending Feb. 16
@1991 Billboardmagazine

Hot 100
1~ "All the Man That... "
Whitney Houston
2. "Someday"
Mariah Carey
3. "The First Time"
Surface
4. "Where Does My ... "
Celine Dion
5. "Disappear"
INXS

Dance

1. "Go~na MakeYou ... "
You Call Change?," the music
c&c Music Facto:ry
begins to bounce back and
2. "Power of Love"
forth between an abstr'act
Deee-Lite
country and a deep soul. It
3. "Jealosy"
seems like Forrester wasn't
The Adventures of...
satisfied with just one type of
4. "I Like You"
music. After all, isn't music
Culture Beat
supposed to be just a little ex5. "Sadeness Part I"
perimental?
Enigma
The vocals proved to be loud
and clear. I just wish.the lyrCountry
Hot R&B
ics would have been a little
1. "Brother Jukebox"
1. "You Don·~ Have ... " ~:•
clearer. The lyrics are written
Mark Chesnutt
En Vogue
~:•
in paragraph form. And he
2. "Walk on Faith"
2. "GonnaMake You ..... ~~
sounds like an English proMike Reid
C&C Music Factory
fessor trying to recite/sing
3. "Daddy's Come .. : :.
3. "When Will I See ... " ~
some listless verse dug up in
Paul OVerstreet
Bell Biv Devoe
•
some dusty book of contem4. "Rumor Has It" "':...
4. "Something in My ... " ..~.
porary poetry.
Reba McEntire
_
Michel'le
:::
Each song tells an individ5. "These Lips Don't:..."
5. "All the Man That ... "
ual story of some happening,
Doug Stone
Whitney Houston
some feeling. It's like Forrest- ~
~l
er sat down one day and de.....!~~
cided to convert a bunch of
his poems to songs and make
. .:..
k~...
~
a recording.
But don't get a totally bad
impression on th~ piece of
quasi-art. Danger in the Past
does have a unique, almost
mature essence in it and perhaps older audiences wo_uld
appreciate its mellow tunes.
pretty radical to this stuff.
Much of the ·meanings in
The closest thing in comSteven M. Conner
Bridget Clark
parison would be Van Morri- the songs focus on a homely
Editor
Assistant Editor
son's recent Enlightenment sentimentality. In the song
Brian Wente
Lloyd Whitehead
album, which was so enlight- "Dear Black Dream," ForrestArt Director
Produc;tion Manager
ening, mainly light-headed, er says, "My love and I sit in
Confetti is published once a week by The Central Florida Future.
that I can't even remember
Send all correspondence to: Confetti, c/o The Central Florida Future,
P.0. Box 25000, University of Central Florida, Orlando, FL 32816.
see FORRESTER page 3
what it was about.
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bed in the dark wondering who
sings better in the dark"
The focus on the songs does
not change much. F.ach song has
an iin hoping for... " or 'You're
waiting for... "Yourreaction could
be one of horror -or delight In
oth~ words, this album is basicallyfor anyone who is search:ing
in vain for a new type ofmusic to
hear, or for those who find Bany
Manilow a vicious performer.

The Darkside: AU That Noise
by Josiah Baker
or anyone who
likes instrumental
guitar, the first
song, "Guitar Voodoo," is a definite
must. It's a kind of spooky,
eerie song with a weird blend
of drums and bass backing
· up the electric guitarfeedbac}c.
It seems to carry a Jimi Hendrix type presence. There are
no lyrics in this first sons:!.
The Darkside remains a
group 'of mystery as members'
names are not mentioned on
the sleeve of the CD. They are
based in Birmingham, England, where thi$ album was

F

recorded. _There is a photo of
three very British looking
young gents standing along
case.
the side of a twisting
They've got '60ish hair cuts.
The band plays a highpowered line of what some
people might call progressive
music. Imagine Depeche Mode
with three times the intensity
and you will have a good idea
of what their music is about.
The vocals could use improvement. In several of the
SQngs, such as in "She Don't
Care" and ".Soul Deep," the
vocals are hardly audible,
giving the album a more
punkish taste.
The music does change
speeds several times. Songs
like "All That Noise" and
'WaitingforTheAngels" have
a so1id psychedelic tone. They
cotild easily sneak into a~
Floyd album. Listening to the
psychedelic-punk music create a drifting type atmosphere.
This type of music will get you
down as it moves right along
in its wayward path. The Darkside is produced
by Beggar's Banquet and you
can see ·a second generation
of Stones rolling down a
mossless hill.
The Darkside has combined
'60s guitar and rhythm. the
punk of the '70s and the reflecting psychedelic hard-core
rock of the '80s in this release.
Alternative musk~ fans will
probably find this a winner.
However, this album has a
lot of potential. It can appeal
to a wider range of music
preferences than most albums
can. Give it a shot and decide
if it can be pop.

stair

Ililagery, international flavor
make 'KaUiope' down-to-earth ·
Shalin Hai-Jew was a "Foreign Expert" of
English at a_university in the Chinese provn today's publishing world, timing 1:8 al- ince of Jiangxi. After witnessing the June 1989
ways of the essence.
.
_slaughter of pro-democracy demonstrators in
This year has been ====--===------·-, Beijing's Tiananmen Square,
she wrote "The Same Hand,"
designated as the Year of
International Literacy by
which states:
the United Nations.
I have bowed to your
March is the month the Unit- .
.vil1 my whole life;
ed States celebrates its conlabored to· pay taxes;
tributions from women. This
sang the anthems;
repeated your praises,
brings up the question: Was
~t by chance or design that the
which I learned
latest issue of "Kalliope: A
in school. As animal or
Journal ofWofl'.ien'sArt" is one
demon whatever you have bein which there is an interna-~~--~iiiaiiimll come - did you forget
tional flavor from the female
Wo da si. ni is only a
contributors featured in its
pages?
threat
Two recently translated
out of the nursery? Did
works from Sidonie-Gabrielle
TITLE: "Kalliope: A
you forget?
Collette(l873-1954)beginthe
Journal of Women's
'Wodasini"translates
issue. For those unfamiliar
Art," Vol. XIII, No. 1 into English as "I'll kill you"
EDITOR: Mary Sue Koand is a threat used by Chiwith Collette's work, she was
eppel
nese elders to frighten -chilone of Europe's precursors to
DATA: Florida Commudrenintoobedience. The poem
America's Beats and employs
wondrous imagery in writing
nity College at Jacksonwas hand-carried from main. that is amazingly.' down-toville, 80 pages, $'?'
land China and mailed to
,.
"Kalliope" from Hong Kong.
earth. In one of the stories,
"Fishing Party," a sort of tum-of-the'...century
Ruth Moon Kempher, a writer from St. Augus"road trip," she offers these observations:
tineandaconsistentcontrtb~tortothernagazine,
8:50 - Sharp bend, a poor farmer isagainhere.KempherhaspublishedsevenboOks
and his cart ... A _ ~werve to the left. Marthe ofpoebyandisthefeaturedreaderforthisyear's
shouted: "Cuckold!"
Annual Great Bend, Kansas Poetry Rendezvous
9 o'clock - Sudden bend: in the mid- to be held in August.
dle of the road, a little boy and his wheelbarPerhaps the two pieces of most unusual
row of manure. Swerve to the right. Marthe interest are Joanne Tangorra's "Unrecorded
just missed the .boy ano shouted to him: _Entries in Maty Shelley's Journal" and Ellen
"Cuckold!" All ready! The poor child...
Treen's prose-poetic "My Rewrites."
From West.Germany to Africa to Hunc,ary
NewYorkCityjournalist and teacher Elizabei.h Cohen has an essay titled "Luminous .and back to America. "Kalliope's" editorial reExclusion: A Woman's Reading of Pablo Ner- view board has conceived a fitting issue to
uda." In it, she discusses Nerudo's role as "a honor both womanhood and internationality.
visionary global (poet) before the word 'global'
The United Nations couldn't have done it
any b~tter.
was ever popular linguistic currency."
Reviewed by Bill Cushing
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Peace Corps
representatives
·are .here . ... .
I

Tuesday, March 19.
at UC·F·
INFORMATION TABLE
9:00 A.M. - ·2:00.P.M.

Breezeway /Campus Book Store
VIDEO PRESENTATION

, 2:00 l?.M. - 3:00 P.M.
Career Placement
INTERVIEWS
Wednesday &Thursday
8:30 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.
Career Resource Center
For information or an application call:

1-800-465-2745
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other album.
Aside from finding out that
they were not totally Satanic,
play in L.A and New York and I did find out that the band
members acted completely
they all come.
Q: Your songs deal with the different off stage as they did
death and destruction. ·You on stage. Araya had a trancededicated your song "Suicide" like demonic voice while talkto the troops in the Middle ing on the stage. Off the
East. What do you think about stage, he was a very friendly
and talkative person. He
it?
A: War. War. And people. seemed pretty level-headed
And preventing them. Gener- for an animal sacrificer Uust
als b~come the heroes and the kidding).
Anyway, Slayer is one of
soldiers the victims.
I talked a little while fong- those groups that one could
er before leaving backstage. categorize as out of the
Araya said the 'South of mainstream. which basically
Heaven album broke the ice means that you'll either find
for the American market. He the band's music exhilarating
also said he felt extremely tired or annoying.
I would like to close with
and that his fingers hurt and
somethingAraya screamed on
were tingly and tight.
Slayer plans to do a show stage during the middle of the
in Miami on the 23rd and then concert: "You are all expendfinish its tour. A rest is antic- able. You're all going to get
ipated afterward before an- killed!"
FROM PAGE 1

Presents · -

HOUSE PARIY
Some famous houses a.round the world//
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ONE MONTH'S RENT FREE*

Philly Joe's
(University Blvd. at Goldenrod)

Saturday, March 2nd, 1991
7:30 pm to 2:00 am
Tickets $3 in advance and $5 at the door. Proceeds to benefit the Homeless of Orlando.

BUD

Sponsorei hy: PI SIGMA EPSILON
....

*SCREENED PATIO
SWIMMING POOL &
SUN DECK
*HEATED SPA
1
DOUBLE TENNIS COURTS
*GLASS WALL RAQUETBALL
COURT
1

FITNESS ROOM W/STEPPER
*MICROWAVE
1
CEILING FAN
1
MINI BLINDS
1
LARGE WALK IN CLOSETS
1
SMALL PETS WELCOME
1
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"' 18 and over are welcome. For advance tickets, call _R yan Fish at 380-0064 -
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